
"At the dawn of the 12th century, in Limousin and in the other regions of present-day 
Occitania, a modern literature was born that would influence the whole of Europe. The 
troubadours sing of love, joy and youth, in a skilful alchemy of words and sounds. Great 
lords or simple commoners, these poets-musicians, will animate more than two hundred 
years of intellectual life with knowledge." (Gérard Zuchetto) 
 
Well, here's a very exciting project! Decidedly Rifflet (Victoire du Jazz 2016 with 
"Mechanics", Best Album of the Year) takes a wicked pleasure in "unravelling" everything 
he does in his previous albums to better delight us with his most exciting curiosities. 
Constantly searching for the counterfoil and constantly moving in literally opposite 
directions, Rifflet offers us one of his dreams here: to one day integrate influences from 
medieval (essentially secular) music and repetitive music into a modal music project. Here 
is "Troubadours" for a deluge of musical poetry of love-courtesy and illuminated by three 
high-flying minstrels. 
 
The idea was not to be in historical accuracy but rather in an imaginative ambition of what poetic music 
could be today, supported by simple instrumentation: two wind instruments, a drone and a few 
percussion instruments, Rifflet drew his inspiration from recordings of secular medieval music (often by 
unknown authors) by ensembles such as Alla Francesca conducted by Brigitte Lesne or Capella de 
Ministrers, to get as close as possible to his idea of the music of troubadours. 
In the beginning, monodic medieval music was only accompanied by a percussion or a drone, a pedal 
note. Tension - release phenomena are really the sources of modal music.  
Playing on a mode and building tensions or releases moments over a drone is the basic principle of 
modal music but also of Indian music, in a very schematic way. "I've never recorded a “modal” 
album and I wanted to try this adventure while making sure to stay as far away as possible 
from the clichés of the saxophonist who is embarking on modal music. In this case the 
reference to Coltrane is quite complex to avoid. By turning to a hybrid sound: modal music 
and Indian instruments playing a pedal point, I had wider and more interesting musical 
possibilities for this project." 

Sylvain Rifflet 
Troubadours 

LINE-UP 
Sylvain Rifflet  tenor saxophone, clarinet & 
bass clarinet, harmonium & shruti-box 
Verneri Pohjola  trumpet 
Benjamin Flament  percussion 
 

CREDITS 
All tracks composed by Sylvain Rifflet except : 
"I'vo'bene" - Ghirardello da Firenze (Italy 
XIVth cent.)-"The Peacocks"Jimmy Rowles. 
Produced by Magriff and Jazz Musiques 
Productions. Recorded and mixed by Julien 
Reyboz at Ohm Sweet Ohm Studios - Paris in 
September 2018. Mastering by François 
Fanelli - Sonics Mastering. Artwork by Gala 
Colette. Photos © Sylvain Gripoix. 
 

TRACKLIST 

01 Sordello (da Goito)  3:07 
02 Eble (de Ventadour)  3:39 
03 Alberico (da Romano)  4:51 
04 Béatrice (de Die)   4:53 
05 Na (de Casteldoza)  3:16 
06 Le murmure   5:37 
07 I’vo’bene    2:23 
08 Bertran (de Born)   3:46 
09 AzalaÏs (de Porcairagues) 4:45 
10 The Peacocks   5:09 
 
Total time                 41:26 
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To play this drone, rather than using 
ancient instruments, harmonium and 
shruti-boxes find their place. In 2017, 
during a tour in India with Mechanics, 
Rifflet lovingly rediscovered the 
sounds of Indian music he had 
approached   at the Conservatoire de 
Paris with Patrick Moutal. He plays with 
Indian musicians in Mumbai and buys 
a small shruti-box in a shop in New 
Delhi. "Since then I've been playing it 
regularly, improvising and I thought it 
would be ideal to mix these sounds 
with those of my instruments, Verneri's 
trumpet and Benjamin's percussion”. 



“When I found this system that allows me to operate them with my feet while playing the saxophone, it 
became obvious that I had fantastic sound and poetic objects there for this program around these first 
love-poets.” 
 
The scenery is set : let's bring back to life a multitude of prominent characters from the Middle Age, let 
me introduce them to you. 
 
Sordello (da Goito), star of the Italian troubadours, born at the end of the 12th century, who 
kidnapped their sister Cunizza at the request of his employers (Ezzelino III and Alberico da Romano) and 
who, following his love with the latter, had to take refuge in Provence.  
Sordello wrote several sirventès (songs that do not have love, the fin-amor, as a subject) where personal 
satire takes on a truly original form, and some historical sirventès. The most famous is the one he 
composed about the death of Blacas (1237) where he invites the different princes of Christendom to eat 
the hero's heart. Later on, several poets would quote him, first Dante (Alighieri 1265-1321), then Robert 
Browning (Sordello poem 1836), and finally Oscar Wilde. Originally written for a choral dance 
choreograhy by Italian danser Valéria Giuga, this piece rewritten for several saxophones and recorded in 
Re-Re, opens to Verneri's solo, majestic like Sordello and "introduces" the album's actors. 
 
Eble (from Ventadour) or Eble (II - Cantator) (XIth) initiated Bernard de Ventadour. Both, like their 
suzerain William IX of Aquitaine, the first great troubadour, are part of the first generation of 
troubadours in Limousin. Bernard had a son whom he called Eble (III), who married the woman for 
whom his father had written his first poems! This piece borrows the characteristic codes of medieval 
modal music. Above a pedal note, a simple melody in appearance, but in which tensions are multiple, 
with a minor third and a major third in the same theme for originality. 
Eble is one of the two pieces where the saxophone and trumpet are in dialogue. 
 
Alberico (da Romano), both a condottiere (mercenary and army commander) and a troubadour, was a 
podestate (mayor) of Vicenza and then Treviso. Excommunicated by the Pope (Alexander IV), he took 
refuge in his castle (San Zenone degli Ezzelini). Besieged by the papal troops, he surrendered in the 
hope of grace for himself and his family, who were massacred before his eyes! He ended up being 
tortured and dragged by a horse to death in the streets of Treviso. A piece supported by a rhythmic that 
illustrates this rebellious troubadour. 
Beatrice (of Die) was the most famous trobairitz of the end of the 12th century. Very little is known about 
her, but she has left a beautiful and poignant song that tells of her upset love with Raimbaut d'Orange, 
lord and troubadour too. An improvised introduction between Verneri and Benjamin, then the theme 
plays on the tensions with the drone played by the shruti-box. Saxophone improvisations are added to 
each sentence that evokes the initial motif. 
 
Na (from Casteldoza) (13th century) left 3 "cansos" without music. Uc de Saint Circ describes her 
"vida" as follows: "Lady "Castellose" therefore was from Auvergne, noble woman, wife of the Turk of 
Mairone, and she loved Armand de Bréon, and she made songs about him. And she was a very cheerful, 
highly educated and very beautiful lady. To reveal this mysterious and seductive character, this tune, 
originally called "Elle...", features Pohjola and Rifflet as a duo. The clarinet score, entirely written, is 
played in circular breathing at the same time as the shruti-box is activated, while Verneri illuminates the 
beauty with a sublime solo. 
 
Bertran (of Born) (1140 - 1215),  intriguing lord of his time at the court of the King of England was a 
close relative of the sons of Henry II (Henri Plantagenet), Richard the Lionheart and Henry the Younger. 
When we mention this lord, we immediately think of the famous verses of Dante Alighieri (1265-1321) 
(The Divine Comedy, Inferno, XXVIII, 112-142) which evoke his terrible shadow wandering in hell, 
holding in one hand his head, as a lantern, in order to atone for the crime of having raised the son Henri 
dit le Jeune Roi against his father Henri II. Bertran de Born was also considered as the cantor of the 
independence of the South, a needy and unscrupulous condottiere and a rich and charitable lord... 
 
The only source to know the life of Azalais (de Porcairagues) (12th century) is a short biography in 
prose written in the 13th century: "Dame Azalaïs de Porcairagues, a lady of high nobility and culture, was 
originally from the Montpellier region. She fell in love with Sir Gui Guerrejat, Sir Guillaume de 
Montpellier's brother. She got along with poetry and composed many quality songs about it”. Odd 
measure that fits lightly to the Lady of Porcairagues. 
In the language of oc, trobar means "to find". Trobaire or trobador refers to the "finder". The "finder" is at 
the same time creator, composer, juggler and performer of poetry and music: the trobar. Monk, lord or 
commoner, professional or amateur, he is a trobador by talent or profession, a connoisseur of fine letters 
and inventor of poetry, researcher, sculptor or painter of notes. He defends his art in public, in front of 
colleagues, initiates and ladies, and he tends to surpass himself and rise. 
here is no doubt that these three troubadours will be able to "find" you and make you enjoy this 
audacious project. 
 

THE MUSICIANS : 
 

VENERI POHJOLA 
 

"Finnish trumpeter, Verneri signed several 
highly acclaimed albums on the German label 
Act before joining the young English label 
Edition Records on which he released his last 
three albums. 
An instrumentalist with a unique sound, he is 
the synthesis of the great jazz trumpeters and 
the Nordic school, somewhere between Kenny 
wheeler and Arve Henriksen, without ever 
falling into the cliché of one or the other, and 
with a very assertive personality and a stunning 
lyricism. For me one of the leading European 
trumpeters in my generation of musicians.  We 
have been performing together for about ten 
years in different contexts and he participated to 
my European project "Acous_Matic" a few years 
ago. In addition to his unique sound, I love him 
for his ability to be as lyrical and melodic as 
"violent", unpredictable and radical. He is a 
great improviser and the symbiosis of our 
respective sounds creates a rare musical 
fraternity that I am extremely happy to share 
with him and the audience." (S. Rifflet) 
 
BENJAMIN FLAMENT 
  

"Like Verneri, Benjamin has the sound I 
dreamed of for this project. Both being able to 
approach an aesthetic close to medieval music 
with skins, and at the same time very 
contemporary with his bowls and his 
installation that I know well since Benjamin is 
my faithful accomplice for now seven years 
within Alphabet, Perpetual Motion then 
Mechanics) and "Troubadours" is now our 4th 
record together." (S. Rifflet) 
 

TOUR - 2019/2020 
Still booking …. 
 

01/08 Vicq sur Breuilh  - Festival 1001 Notes  
15/11 Tours - Festival Emergences 
21/11 Paris - Atelier du Plateau  
22/11 Paris - Atelier du Plateau  
23/11 Persan - Jazz au Fil de l’Oise 
27/11 Quimper - Théâtre de Cornouaille 
10/12 Caen – Orchestre de Normandie  
07/02 Chalon Sur Saône - L’Arrosoir 
08/02 Saint-Claude - La Fraternelle  
10/02 Cosnes s/Loire - D'Jazz Nevers  
13/03 Amsterdam - Bimhuis (TBC) 
14/03 Tilburg - Paradox (TBC) 
31/03 Audincourt - Le Moloco 
09/05 Paris - Radio France 
15/05 Dudelange – Like a jazz Machine (TBC) 
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